Effects of mediodorsalis thalamic nucleus lesions on vigilance and attentive behaviour in cats.
In this study performed on 10 cats we analysed the effects of limited lesions of nucleus medialis dorsalis of the thalamus (MD) on behaviour and on some specific electrocorticographic (ECoG) patterns, known from previous works to accompany various states of waking attentiveness. The animals were tested during 90 min in three distinct behavioural situations; a neutral one (NS) where they simply explored their environment and then usually went to sleep; a second one (FA) where they could watch a mouse (but not catch it), which favoured 'focussed' attentiveness accompanied by the development of rhythmic ECoG activities in the anterior frontoparietal cortex ('beta rhythms' at 40 Hz); a third one (EX) with a hidden mouse whose appearance the cat was waiting for ('expectancy') which rather than favouring the development of beta rhythms elicited the appearance of another rhythmic activity dominating in somatic area SI, 'mu rhythms' at 14 Hz. The duration of each waking behaviour and its ECoG concomitant as well as that of slow wave and of paradoxical sleep were compared in each cat before and after lesion. Our results showed that MD lesions situated in the posterior part of the nucleus tended to increase the time occupied by focussed attentive behaviour and the accompanying beta rhythms. On the other hand, anteriorly located MD lesions elicited a concomitant reduction of both manifestations, behavioural and electrocortical. No such contrasting effects could be systematically noticed for the durations of expectancy, of slow sleep and of paradoxical sleep. These findings were discussed considering previous data showing that at least two systems project upon MD, that play distinct--in a way even antagonistic--roles in focussed attention upon a target. Both originate from the ventral tegmental mesencephalic area; one reaches MD through the ventral striatum (nucleus accumbens), the other one through the amygdala. The MD nucleus thus receiving contrasting information may participate in a final adjustment of the attentive state of the animal to its environment.